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An otherworldly realm that is surprisingly close to home, 

Iceland showcases the drama of our living Earth like nowhere 

else. In this land of geological treasures, the brightest gems 

are found in hidden corners and coves, where waterfalls flow 

through mossy canyons, glaciers tumble from mountaintops, 

and fjords carve paths from the sea to timeless fishing villages. 

Join Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic on a voyage to 

Iceland’s most remote shores and discover the country’s natural 

wonders in their wild glory.
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Cover: A duo delights in the tranquility of the remote Dynjandi waterfall. 

This page: Travelers take in sea views from atop the Eldfell volcanic cone in Iceland's Westman Islands.
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Lindblad Expeditions and National Geographic are united in a shared mission to take curious travelers deeper into 
wild places that paint a richer picture of our world. Together, we craft itineraries that inspire and transform, pushing 
the boundaries of discovery to offer wholly unique experiences led by the foremost experts on your destination. 

Experience Iceland From a New Perspective with      Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic
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Ultimate Polar Expedition Ships 
The purpose-built polar vessels in the Lindblad 
Expeditions-National Geographic fleet set course 
for the top of the globe, outfitted with supremely 
comfortable accommodations and first-rate  
exploration tools. Each of these powerful yet 
intimately scaled ships embody the expertise  
developed throughout our decades of exploring 
this region, bringing you directly—and safely—into 
the heart of Iceland’s coastal wilderness and  
allowing you to experience it in unique and  
immersive ways.  

Travel with a Veteran Team 
Every member of our 
staff—from our naturalists, 
photographers, and 
expedition leaders to our 
crew working behind the 
scenes—is committed to ensuring our guests have 
an unforgettable experience. Many are veteran 
Icelandic guides who have worked with us for 
decades, chosen for their extensive knowledge of 
subjects like geology, wildlife biology, and life and 
climate sciences. They, along with the thoughtfully 
selected guest speakers who join us on board, 
give rich context to the landscapes and cultures 
we encounter ashore. 



Take Great Photos With the Pros
A Lindblad Expeditions-
National Geographic 

certified photo instructor (CPI) joins each 
voyage to assist travelers with everything 
from camera settings to composition. Every 
guest—from smartphone camera users to 
advanced hobbyists—can stand side by side 
with top photographers, capture unique angles 

of  Icelandic wonders, 
and return home with the 
photos of a lifetime. With the 
complimentary OM System 
Photo Gear Locker, you can 
field test new lenses, camera 
bodies, and more. 

In-Depth Undersea Program
As part of our in-depth undersea program, an 
undersea specialist uses a high-definition video 

camera and deploys a Remotely Operated Vehicle 
(ROV) that allows us to peer through steely Icelandic 
waters—up to 1,000 feet beneath the surface. 
Footage is shared during daily Recaps, inviting 
guests to witness surprising and unexpectedly 
colorful sea life from the comfort of our ship. 

Commitment to Conservation
Sustainability is at the heart of our 
mission, and you can travel with 
peace of mind, knowing every 
voyage gives back to the places 
we explore through the Lindblad 
Expeditions-National Geographic 
Fund, dedicated to the preservation 
of the planet and its habitats. Together with our 
guests, we have contributed more than $20 million 
to protect our oceans, restore marine and coastal 
habitats, and foster environmental stewardship 
around the world. 

Experience Iceland From a New Perspective with      Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic
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Far From the Crowds:  
Encounter Icelandic  
 Wonders by Ship 
Options for exploring Iceland have exploded in recent years, making it essential 
for discerning travelers to single out an itinerary that captures the true spirit of 
the country. There’s no better way to experience authentic Iceland—far from the 
well-trodden Ring Road—than on an expedition to the country’s far corners. Join 
Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic on a voyage that puts you up close 
with wide-open wilderness, local luminaries, and the less-traveled side of this 
beloved country. 
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Escape to Little-Known Destinations 
An expedition cruise is your passport to the 
parts of Iceland overlooked by the tourist 
masses. You’ll find yourself in tiny villages 
like Djúpavík, a onetime herring boomtown 
in Iceland’s least populous region. In lieu 
of elbowing your way through crowds at 
Skógafoss, you’ll see the awe-inspiring waterfalls 
of Dynjandi in the Westfjords. And in the idyllic 
hamlet of Djúpivogur, nestled on Iceland's 
eastern edge near the mouth of the Berufjörður 
fjord, you'll walk along a pristine black-sand 
beach as you take in the beauty and stillness of 
your surroundings.

Discover Remote Islands   
The remote corners of an already-remote place 
offer a glimpse at wilderness that few will ever 
see. The Zodiacs in our fleet allow guests to 
explore far-flung islands without the need for 
existing infrastructure—and in a fraction of the 
time it would take for overland visitors. You 
can visit places like tiny Vigur, home to a single 
family and the smallest post office in Europe. On 
Grimsey, you’ll find seabirds by the million and 
set foot on the Arctic Circle—the boundary runs 
right through the island. 

Clockwise from left: National Geographic Resolution glides through the remote fjords of western 
Iceland; travelers bike along a coastal path lined with purple lupine; a Zodiac approaches Flatey 
Island, a former trading post; the picturesque Dynjandi waterfall spills across mossy cliffs.

Learn from Experts and Local Luminaries  
On a Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic 
voyage, certified photo instructors help you capture 
nesting puffins and otherworldly sulfur cauldrons, 
and naturalists shed light on volcanism and whale 
migrations. Every element of your trip offers a new 
chance for expert context and analysis. 

That’s also true for the locals you meet. An Icelandic 
voyage might include a tête-à-tête on board the ship 
with luminaries like Silja Ómarsdóttir, a professor of 
Icelandic society and politics, and Ragna Árnadóttir, the 
first female secretary general in the Icelandic Parliament. 
Plus, you’ll catch performances from artists like Hafdís 
Huld Þrastardóttir, who weaves together music and 
stories about rural Icelandic life. 

“As an Icelander on board, 
I strive to add a cultural 
dimension to each voyage by 
sharing both my research on Icelandic 
politics and my personal experience 
advocating for local issues like gender 
equality.”  — Silja Ómarsdóttir, Special Guest Speaker
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Embrace the Weather  
The weather in Iceland 
is just as changeable 
and dramatic as the 
landscape, and 
a photographer 
seeking blue skies or 
pastel sunsets may 
end up disappointed. 
Embrace the inevitable 
cloudy gray days and try 
instead to tell a story of what it 
feels like to experience these conditions. 

Seek Out Color  
Many landscapes in Iceland are 
muted earth tones, but if 
you look closely, you can 
find color. Keep your 
eyes peeled for bright 
objects, like purple 
lupine flowers and red-
roof buildings. When 
set against more neutral 
palettes, they can help make 
your photos pop. 

Be Patient with Wildlife Shots  
Iceland has some incredibly 
photogenic wildlife, 
including the darling 
of the far north: the 
Atlantic puffin. They 
are fast fliers— 
capturing them 
airborne is a challenge, 
even for the best wildlife 
photographers. Instead, find 
a seat near a cliff-top nest and wait patiently for the 
right terrestrial shot to present itself. 

Bring a Tripod to Photograph Waterfalls  
Waterfalls are abundant in 
Iceland, and using a tripod 
to stabilize your shot 
allows you to slow the 
shutter speed and 
create an ethereal, 
silky appearance. 
Experiment with 
different shutter speeds 
to produce different degrees 
of water blurring. 

Photographing Your 
Journey to the Far North
Iceland’s otherworldly landscapes can defy description—sometimes, the best way to document 
your travel experience is through the camera lens. Certified photo instructor Andrew Peacock, 
who has made several circumnavigations of the island nation with Lindblad Expeditions-
National Geographic, reflects: “The incredible vistas, abundant wildlife, and fascinating Icelandic 
culture provide so many opportunities to create interesting photos.” Here, he shares his top tips for 
capturing Iceland on camera.
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Don’t Underestimate Your 
Smartphone  
It is easy to think that taking great 
photos requires professional-level 
gear. This adage rings truer to me: 
the best camera is the one you have 
with you when inspiration strikes. 
Smartphones take great pictures, 
are easy to carry, and are instantly 
accessible—they are a great tool for 
telling your story of Iceland. 
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Iceland With the Family: 
The Ultimate Expedition 
Experience 
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Iceland is the ideal destination for adventurous families—a land of geological extremes 
where Earth’s drama unfolds around every corner. In 2024, we will begin offering our 
exclusive program for young explorers in Iceland, along with more departures of our 
most popular Iceland expeditions so that you can explore this dynamic destination with 
your entire crew. 



Nurturing Young Explorers  
Join us on a summer departure of A Circumnavigation 
of Iceland or Wild Iceland Escape and your kids and 
teens can participate in an interactive curriculum that 
teaches young travelers 18 and under how to explore 
like scientists and tell the stories of their surroundings 
through photographs, videos, drawings, and more. 
Throughout their journey, they are led by certified field 
educators—inspiring mentors who help them connect 
with nature in a deeper way, sending them home with 
a newfound passion for the planet that lasts a lifetime. 

Exploration for Every Generation  
In 2024, we are offering additional departures of A 
Circumnavigation of Iceland and Wild Iceland Escape 
to accommodate more multi-generational families. 
These expeditions have something for everyone: the 
grade schooler fascinated by Vikings and Icelandic 
folklore, the teenager or college grad with a newfound 

interest in the climate sciences, the grandparent who 
wants to observe arctic terns and puffins. Each voyage 
offers a range of activities, from leisurely photo walks 
along volcanic beaches to vigorous waterfall hikes and 
4x4 rides through the remote highlands. Whichever 
way you choose to explore, you will discover 
fascinating places as a family and bond over the 
memories of your expedition for years to come. 

Discover Iceland With Ease 
The wilds of Iceland are easier to access than ever 
before, with a host of nonstop flights to and from 
cities across the United States. Fly from the eastern 
seaboard to Reykjavík in just over five hours and find 
yourself in an otherworldly realm of glistening glaciers 
and gushing geysers. Exploring aboard our fleet, you’ll 
enjoy the added ease of unpacking once and letting 
us take you from one destination to the next, along 
wild coastlines brimming with natural wonders. 
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INSPIRE THEIR INNER EXPLORER 
Visit expeditions.com/familytravel for more information.
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Go Beyond the Blue Lagoon

Cross the Arctic Circle   
The tiny isle of Grimsey is bisected 
by the Arctic Circle, and we 
make a crossing on voyages 
to Iceland’s northernmost 
reaches. For many travelers, 
the main attraction is the island’s 
enormous puffin colony. More than 
80,000 breeding pairs of the charming ‘clown of the 
sea’ come here each year to nest. 

Ride a 4x4 Into the Remote Highlands 
Hop into a 4x4 all-terrain vehicle 
for a thrilling ride through the 
rugged coastal mountains of 
eastern Iceland, one of the 
least-visited parts of the country. 
Along the way, explore several 
picturesque waterfalls and hike 
along trails with views overlooking the fjords. 

A convenient stopover on the journey between North America and mainland Europe, Iceland has become 
a popular place for extended layovers, with capital city Reykjavík and nearby attractions like the Golden 
Circle and the Blue Lagoon drawing the majority of travelers. The country’s more remote corners are often 
overlooked, yet easily accessed by the small ships in the Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic fleet. 
Here are some of the wildest experiences you can have on our voyages in Iceland. 
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Learn the History of the Herring Industry  
In Siglufjörður on the northern coast, 
The Herring Era Museum exhibits 
the fisheries that transformed 
this fjord-side town into a 
thriving city in the early 1900s. 
Witness the ‘herring girls’ give a 
live-action demonstration of how 
to preserve fish after the catch, then cap off your tour 
with a taste of pickled herring. 

Circumnavigate One of World’s Newest 
Islands  
Formed by volcanic eruptions 
between 1963 and 1967, rocky 
Surtsey is a designated UNESCO 
World Heritage site for its role in 
the study of species colonization. 
It took just three years for lichen 
and moss to colonize this isolated 
island—nearly 60 years after its formation, it hosts 
more than 30 types of plants. 

Explore the Horseshoe Canyon of Asbyrgi 
According to Norse mythology,  
this unique, u-shaped canyon was 
formed by the hoof of Odin’s  
horse. Take in sweeping views 
over the valley, filled with birch 
and willow trees, and walk the trails 
that wind through adjoining canyon 
system, carved by glacial rivers and dotted with 
gem-like lakes.

Delve into the Wonderful World of Whales 
Perched along the whale-inhabited 
waters of Skjálfandi Bay, the Husavik 
Whale Museum is one of the only 
museums in the world dedicated 
entirely to whales. The beautifully 
curated exhibits cover topics 
ranging from whale ecology to 
conservation, as well as artful displays of 
11 astonishing skeletons.

Hikers at Asbyrgi canyon.
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Life on Board
Each ship in the Lindblad Expeditions-National Geographic fleet is a destination in its 
own right, featuring superior amenities and cultural experiences to ensure that your time 
on board is equally rewarding as your time on shore. Whether you sail Iceland aboard 
National Geographic Explorer, National Geographic Endurance, or National Geographic 
Resolution, every aspect of your experience is an opportunity to connect with and 
celebrate the places you explore, from the culinary delights to the soothing spa treatments 
inspired by our surroundings.

Savor Icelandic Flavors  
Sampling local cuisine is a highlight of any voyage, and we take great 
care to bring Icelandic flavors to the meals you enjoy on board. Our 
executive chefs design unique and innovative menus that prominently 
feature sustainably sourced seafood and produce from the places 
you visit, as well as wine pairings and guided tastings to enhance 
your culinary experience. Special onshore activities, like an in-depth 
exploration of Iceland’s once-thriving herring fisheries, invite guests to 
forge even deeper connections with local culinary traditions.  
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The Singular Sounds of Iceland 
Icelandic music is known for haunting, soulful 
melodies that capture the ethereal mood of the 
island nation. Ethnomusicologist Jacob Edgar 
curates musical experiences aboard our ships so 
that your time at sea is accompanied by songs 
that are reminiscent of our ports of call. For select 
departures, Jacob has also curated an exceptional 
lineup of Icelandic singers and songwriters, whose 
music offers a window into the region’s cultural 
identity and brings the rich traditions of local 
communities to life. 

LISTEN IN: Visit expeditions.com/icemusic to learn 
more about our immersive musical experiences in 
Iceland and listen to a playlist of Icelandic musicians 
curated by our ethnomusicologist, Jacob Edgar.  

Indulge in Our Wellness Program 
Greet the day with a sunrise yoga session or unwind 
in the spa with a massage, serenaded by the 
sound of soothing waves. Our dedicated wellness 
spaces—including treatment rooms, saunas, fitness 
centers, and more—encourage you to tap into the 
natural rhythms of your surroundings. Treatments are 
tailored to your individual needs, and each of our 
fully accredited wellness specialists is also a licensed 
massage therapist. 

The Art of Expedition Travel  
Our ship interiors tell the stories of the far north 
from a different angle—through the eyes of artists 
who find inspiration in our dramatic surroundings. 
Artist Zaria Forman curated the first-ever ship-
based exhibitions of visual and auditory works, 
created to express the fragile beauty of the 
polar and sub-polar regions. Stroll the corridors 
and shared spaces of National Geographic 
Endurance or National Geographic Resolution 
on a guided walk to explore how the evocative 
paintings, photographs, soundscapes, and other 
artworks reflect your Icelandic surroundings. Visit 
expeditions.com/art to learn more. 

“ By showing viewers the beauty 
of these remote places, I hope  
to inspire people to help 
preserve them.”         —Zaria Forman
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DEPARTURES 
National Geographic Endurance 
2024-2025 July

National Geographic Explorer 
2024-2025 July, August

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE

Day 1: Reykjavík, Iceland/Embark
Day 2: Flatey Island 
Day 3: Westfjords
Day 4: Siglufjördur 
Day 5: Husavik
Day 6: Grimsey/At Sea 

Day 7: Borgarfjörðurhöfn
Day 8: Djúpivogur 
Day 9: Islands of Heimaey & Surtsey, 
Westman Islands 
Day 10: Reykjavík/Disembark OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS 

Don’t miss a moment: take two days 
before to tour the Golden Circle or three 
days after exploring the Snæfellsnes  
Peninsula. Visit expeditions.com/ 
iceland-ext for details.

SPECIAL OFFER
Book by Dec. 31, 2023: $2,000pp  
air credit on select 2024 Arctic  
departures of 10 days or more.  
See page 22 for terms.

A Circumnavigation of Iceland
10 DAYS | FROM $11,172pp 
Scan QR code for itinerary details and current rates or visit 
expeditions.com/circumnavigate 

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS
• Circumnavigate the Island of Fire and Ice, from its wealth of wildlife and 

striking geological formations, to its cultural history steeped in saga and 
exploration history.

• Explore a variety of landscapes across the island from lava fields, seismic 
faults, geothermal springs, and thundering waterfalls.

• Hike up mountain trails, kayak in protected fjords, bike through remote 
villages, or take a Zodiac cruise around a seabird colony.

• Experience traditional Icelandic life from the once-booming herring industry 
to eiderdown production.

Siglufjörður, Iceland.

Atlantic 
Ocean

Djúpivogur

Húsavík

Borgarfjörðurhöfn

Grímsey

ICELAND

Reykjavík

Westman Islands

Vigur
Dynjandi

Flatey  Is.

Siglufjörður



Wild Iceland Escape 
6 DAYS | FROM $6,192pp 
Scan QR code for itinerary details and current rates or visit 
expeditions.com/iceescape 

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS
• Actively explore Iceland’s pristine fjords and mysterious lava fields on daily 

hikes, Zodiac cruises, and more while accompanied by a dedicated team of 
naturalists. 

• Delve into the rural history of Iceland at a turf farm or float down one of its 
glacial rivers in the northern region of Skagafjörður.

• Discover the rich biodiversity of the remote Westfjords, spotting nesting 
puffins along the coast, and watching for humpback and minke whales in the 
surrounding waters. 

• Capture the most photographed mountain in Iceland, Kirkjufell, alongside a 
certified photo instructor or National Geographic Photography Expert.  

Dynjandi waterfall, Westfjords.

DEPARTURES 
National Geographic Resolution* 
2024 July

National Geographic Explorer 
2024 July, August  
2025 May-July

*This departure will follow a modified 
5-day itinerary. See website for details.
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OPTIONAL EXTENSION 
Extend your adventure and tour Iceland’s Golden Circle. Visit expeditions.com/ 
wildiceext for details.

Ísafjörður

Djúpavík

ICELAND

Reykjavík

Skagafjörður

Atlantic 
Ocean

Vigur

Grundarfjörður

SPECIAL OFFER
Book by Dec. 31, 2023: $1,000pp  
air credit on select 2024 Arctic  
departures of 9 days or less.
See page 22 for terms.

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE

Day 1: Reykjavík, Iceland/Embark
Day 2: Djúpavík 
Day 3: Skagafjörður

Day 4: Ísafjörður/Vigur
Day 5: Grundarfjörður
Day 6: Reykjavík/Disembark



The sun sets over traditional turf-roof 
cottages in the Faroe Islands.

ICELAND

Faroe 
Islands

Lofoten 
Islands

Shetland Islands

Westman Islands

Grimsey Island

Seyðisfjörður Vega

Lerwick

Tórshavn
NORWAY

ARCTIC CIRCLE
Reykjavík

Flatey Is.

Tromsø

Ísafjörður

From 
Oslo

Coastal Wonders of Norway,  
the Faroe Islands & Iceland 

16 DAYS | FROM $20,062pp 
Scan QR code for itinerary details and current rates or visit 
expeditions.com/faroes 

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS
• Sail into Norway’s spectacular fjords and explore secluded inlets and coves 

by hiking, kayak or Zodiac.
• Encounter the Bronze Age ruins and Viking longhouses of Jarlshof, a 

prehistoric settlement in the Shetlands.
• Discover the unique culture of the Faroe Islands, where residents cling 

proudly to their unique heritage.
• Witness the traditional cod drying racks and picturesque archipelago of the 

Lofoten islands.
• Sail past the dramatic sea cliffs of Iceland to see cliff-nesting puffins, 

gannets, and northern fulmars. Capture your best images alongside a 
National Geographic Photography Expert.

DEPARTURES 
National Geographic Endurance 
2024-2025 June

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE

Days 1 & 2: Oslo, Norway/Tromsø/
Embark
Day 3: Tysfjorden 
Day 4: Lofoten Islands 
Days 5 & 6: Exploring the Fjords  
of Norway 
Day 7: At Sea/Shetland Islands, 
Scotland 
Day 8: Lerwick/Foula
Days 9 & 10: Exploring the Faroe Islands 
Days 11 & 12: At Sea/Seyðisfjörður, 
Iceland/Grímsey 
Days 13 & 14: Ísafjörđur/Flatey Island
Day 15: Westman Islands 
Day 16: Reykjavík/Disembark

SPECIAL OFFER
Book by Dec. 31, 2023: $2,000pp  
air credit on select 2024 Arctic  
departures of 10 days or more.
See page 22 for terms.
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OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS 
Before embarking, spend six days immersed in Norway's spectacularly carved  
coastline on our Norwegian Fjords extension. Or stay in Iceland for two days  
post-voyage to tour the geological wonders of the Golden Circle.  
Visit expeditions.com/faroes-ext for details.



INCLUSIVE PRICING

•  Excursions, hotels, and airport transfers, as 
indicated in the itinerary  

• All meals as indicated in the itinerary, both 
   aboard and on shore. Meals are inspired by  
   regional cuisine and locally sourced where  
   possible

• Beer, wine, cocktails, and spirits. We are also 
   pleased to offer a selection of super-premium  
   wines and liquors, available for purchase

• Hors d’oeuvres inspired by regional cuisine  
   and locally sourced where possible  

• 24-hour access to snacks, premium coffees  
   and teas, non-alcoholic beverages, and  
   filtered water  

• Selection of exploration tools curated to your  
   destination, such as Zodiacs, kayaks, and 
   other state-of-the-art gear  

• Guidance and company of our leading  
   expedition staff  

• Presentations on your destination by 
   expedition staff and expert guest speakers  

• The services of a medical professional where 
    available  

• Morning stretch classes and 24-hour access  
   to exercise equipment where available  

• 24-hour access to lounges, observation 
   decks, library stocked with regionally relevant  
   literature, and other shared spaces  

• Access to the OM System Photo Gear Locker  
   with the latest gear to try out on loan

• Complimentary reusable water bottle to fill at  
   onboard water refill stations  

• Park and site entrance fees, special access  
   permits, and port taxes  

• Complimentary Lindblad Expeditions- 
   National Geographic parka or jacket on select  
   voyages

What’s Included  
Aboard Ship & Ashore
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World-Class Expedition Ships
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National Geographic Endurance 
& National Geographic Resolution  
 
138 guests in 76 outside cabins and suites 
These next-generation expedition ships are truly in a class of their 
own—fully stabilized, highly strengthened, and rated in a top-tier ice class 
category (Polar Code 5 Category A). They are able to navigate polar 
passages year-round and safely explore uncharted waters, and the wave-
slicing technology of the patented X-bow® ensures the smoothest ride 
possible. Superb amenities—such as outdoor infinity hot tubs, saunas, 
and twin glass igloos equipped for overnight stays—ensure luxuriant 
days at sea. 
 
SEE MORE ONLINE: 
Take a virtual tour and learn about National Geographic Endurance  
at expeditions.com/endurance and National Geographic Resolution 
at expeditions.com/resolution

Clockwise from top: Two Seven Zero° restaurant; 
one of two igloos available for overnight stays; 
suite with balcony.
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National Geographic Explorer 
148 guests in 81 outside cabins and suites 
Designed for in-depth exploration, she is the definitive expedition ship, 
capable of navigating both polar passages and temperate waters. Fully 
stabilized and with an ice-strengthened hull, she provides exceptional 
comfort, while her dynamic suite of exploration features—including an 
interactive chart room, a high observation lounge, and a low-profile 
bow with dramatic views—reflect a dedication to curiosity and wonder.   
 
SEE MORE ONLINE: 
Learn more about National Geographic Explorer  
at expeditions.com/explorer

Clockwise from top: Newly renovated 
Category 7 suite; Dining room; Lounge.



Special Offers
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AIR CREDIT: Book by Dec. 31, 2023, to receive a $1,000 air credit per person on 2024 Arctic itineraries nine 
days or less OR a $2,000 air credit per person credit of ten days or more, deducted from cabin fare prior to 
any additional applicable savings with the purchase of cabin fare. Valid on select departures, for new bookings 
only, subject to availability, may not be combined with other offers, and is not applicable on extensions. Call 
for details.

10% OFF BACK-TO-BACK VOYAGES: Save 10% on consecutive back-to back departures. Applicable on 
voyage fares only and not valid on extensions or airfare.

TRAVELING AS A GROUP: Save 5% when traveling as a group of eight or more. Valid on voyage fares only 
and not applicable on extensions or airfare. Deposit, final payments, and cancellation policies for group 
travel vary from our regular policies. Call for details. 

BRINGING THE KIDS: We believe sharing an expedition with kids or grandkids is a life-enhancing experience. 
Take $500 off for each child under the age of 18 on any departure. Offer not applicable on extensions or airfare.

MILESTONES PACKAGE: Celebrate a milestone with a group of eight or more and enjoy a special amenity 
package including: 5% savings on voyage fares, custom group photo, $150 shipboard credit for 
the group, and other special gifts. Milestone celebration to be communicated at time of booking. 
Valid on select departures, for new bookings only, subject to availability, and is not applicable on 

extensions or airfare. Deposit, final payments, and cancellation policies for group travel vary from our regular 
policies. Call for details.  

COMBINING OFFERS: Certain offers may be combinable for up to two savings opportunities except where 
noted otherwise. For example, travel with a group of eight or more on back-to-back voyages and take  
advantage of both savings.

Self-Disinfecting Ships

Photo Credits: Alyssa Adler, Georg Berg/Alamy, Johan Bernekorn, Oivind Haug, Ralph Lee Hopkins, Francois Lebeau, Kim Nesbitt, Michael S. 
Nolan, Nancy Ostertag, Andrew Peacock, Douglas Scaletta, Shutterstock, Alexey Stiop/Alamy, David Vargas, Barbara Vasquez, Stefan Wille/
Alamy, Zoonar GmbH/Alamy.

Lindblad Expeditions became the first self-disinfecting 
fleet with the rollout of the ACT CleanCoat™ system 
in 2019. This photocatalytic cleaning process activates 
when illuminated, continuously breaking down unwanted 
microbes such as bacteria, viruses, mold, and airborne 
allergens. The positive environmental impacts of this 
non-toxic, chemical-free system are many: less plastic in 
the supply chain and waste stream, and more than one 
million gallons of water saved annually. The system lowers 
our carbon footprint and creates a cleaner, healthier 
shipboard environment for guests and crew alike.



Reservation Information 
Terms & Conditions: For complete terms and conditions please visit expeditions.com/terms 
Pricing: For best pricing book early. Prices quoted in this brochure are per person 
based on double occupancy in USD, and based on select departures. Prices quoted are 
valid at the time of printing, November 3, 2023, are subject to change and availability 
at time of booking, and are not guaranteed until required deposit is made. Visit 
expeditions.com or call for all pricing.  
Pricing Includes: All accommodations aboard ship or in hotels per itinerary; all meals 
as indicated in the itinerary, both aboard and onshore; beer, wine, cocktails and spirits 
except super-premium brands available for purchase; hors d’oeuvres, excursions 
and airport transfers to and from recommended flights, as indicated in the itinerary; 
exploration tools such as kayaks; guidance and company of our leading expedition 
staff; presentations by expedition staff and expert guest speakers; complimentary 
reusable water bottle; crew gratuities; services of a medical professional; 24-hour 
access to exercise equipment; 24-hour access to lounges, observation decks, library, 
and other shared spaces; park and site entrance fees, special access permits, and port 
taxes. Unused services or items included in our programs are non-refundable. 
Not Included: Airfare (except flights when indicated as included); pre- and post-expedition 
extensions; additional hotel nights (except when indicated as included); private transfers; 
laundry, spa treatments, Wi-Fi, and phone services (except when indicated as included); 
travel protection plans; and passport, visa, and immigration fees.   
Airfare: For all programs, airfare is an additional cost unless otherwise indicated. We 
will gladly assist in making your air arrangements for a $50 per person service fee. 
Reservations, Deposits, and Final Payments: To reserve your place, an advance 
payment deposit is required at the time of reservation. Receipt of advance payment 
deposit indicates your acceptance of the terms and conditions. Final payment schedule 
can be found online. Visit expeditions.com/terms for complete details about deposits 
and final payment schedules which may vary by ship.
Travel Protection Plan: We strongly recommend that you take advantage of our Travel 
Protection Plan. This plan offers comprehensive coverage to protect you from cancellation 
fees, costs incurred due to trip delays/interruption, medical assistance, and damaged or 
lost baggage, and provides medical assistance and evacuation during your travels. Our 
Travel Protection Plan is available for U.S. residents only and may be purchased any time 
prior to final payment due date. If you are not satisfied for any reason, you may return 
your plan within 10 days after purchase. Your premium will be refunded if canceled within 
10 days, provided you have not already departed on the trip or filed a claim. When so 
returned, the coverage under the plan is void from the original date of purchase.
Responsibility and Other Terms & Conditions: Certain provisions concerning, among 
other things, limitations of Lindblad Expeditions’ and National Geographic Expeditions’ 
(a division of National Geographic Partners, LLC) liability for loss of property, injury, 
illness, or death during the voyage will be provided to all guests on the ship’s ticket sent 
prior to departure, and are also available on our website at expeditions.com/terms, or upon 
request. By registering for a trip, the guest agrees to all such terms and conditions.   
Cancellation Policy: Call for details or visit expeditions.com/cancellation-policy
Lindblad Expeditions, LLC is a registered member of the CA Seller of Travel Program 
#2151120. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State  
of California.

©2023 Lindblad Expeditions
Lindblad Expeditions and the Eye are the trademarks of Lindblad Expeditions.  
All rights reserved.
©2023 National Geographic Partners, LLC. All Rights Reserved.  
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC and the Yellow Border are trademarks of National 
Geographic Society and used with permission.

For Reservations:
Contact your travel advisor or Lindblad Expeditions
1.877.689.1962 or 212.261.9000 
Reservation Hours: Monday – Friday 9am – 8pm ET 
Saturday & Sunday 10am – 5pm ET
Lindblad Expeditions, Inc., 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014
For additional information and online reservations, visit us at: 
expeditions.com

Private Charters
Charter with Lindblad Expeditions and sail to 
the heart of the world’s most remote and wild 
places—with your favorite travel companions. 
Host your next board meeting sailing into the 
spectacular fjords of Norway; circumnavigate 
Iceland on an incentive trip with your 
employees; or gather your friends and family 
for a special celebration in Svalbard. When 
you charter one of our intimate expedition 
ships exclusively for your group, our team will 
customize every detail of your experience to 
ensure your time on board is unforgettable. 
Discover the wild world on your private 
voyage with Lindblad Expeditions and cherish 
the memories forever.  

We look forward to exploring the world with you. 
Contact us to book your private charter today. 

Karen Kuttner-Dimitry, VP Affinity & Charter 
Sales at 800-783-6656 ext. 1030 or direct,  
212-261-9030 or email karenk@expeditions.com

Log on to  
expeditions.com
Find everything you need to dream, research, 
or plan travel to 60+ destinations worldwide.  

• Subscribe to our far-ranging weekly 
   newsletter

• See expeditions.com/stories for articles, 
   videos & Daily Expedition Reports

•  Follow us on social media for great posts 
@lindbladexp on Instagram, Pinterest, 
and Twitter, and @lindbladexpeditions on 
Facebook

•  Subscribe to our videos on  
youtube.com/lindbladexpeditions
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Air Credit up to 
$2,000
Book by December 31, 2023 to receive 
up to $2,000 air credit per person on 
select 2024 Iceland itineraries. See 
page 22 for details.

Scan QR code for details or visit 
expeditions.com/iceland
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